DISCLAIMER
Legal Notice
This website is operated by Mondi Zimele (Proprietary) Limited (“MZ”). MZ is a wholly owned subsidiary of Mondi Limited
(“Mondi”). MZ is registered in South Africa and its registered office is 380 Old Howick Road, Hilton whilst Mondi Limited,
which is also registered in South Africa, has its registered office at Melrose Arch, Johannesburg 2001, South Africa.
The contents of this website are for general information and public relations purposes only. Nothing on this website should
be construed as the giving of advice or the making of any recommendation, for investment purposes or otherwise, and this
website's contents should not be relied upon as the basis for any decision or action. MZ reserves the right, but has no
obligation, to change the contents of this website, including this Legal Notice, at any time and changes to this Legal Notice
shall take immediate effect.
Access to this website, and use of its contents, is at the user's sole discretion and risk. Whilst MZ has taken reasonable
measures to ensure that the contents of this website are accurate and up to date, it accepts no responsibility for any action
taken by any person or organisation as a result, direct or otherwise, of information contained in, or accessed through, this
website, whether provided by MZ or a third party.
The contents of this website are provided "AS IS" and MZ makes no warranties or representations about any of those
contents (including the timeliness, currency, accuracy, completeness, reliability, continued availability or fitness for any
particular purpose of those contents or that the use of this website will be error free or reliable). To the greatest extent
permissible by applicable laws, MZ excludes any such warranties and representations that may otherwise be implied and
excludes all liability with respect to this website, its contents or the use any user of this website makes of it or those
contents.
MZ does not accept liability for any direct, indirect, special, consequential or other losses or damages of whatsoever kind
arising out of access to, or the use of this website or any information contained in it.
Intellectual property
All copyright and other intellectual property rights subsisting in this website and its contents (including in all text, images,
graphics and code contained in this website), and in its look and feel, are owned by Mondi or MZ or by third party providers.
Except where otherwise specified, you may view, copy and print the contents of this website for your personal, noncommercial use, provided that all copies and print-outs of those contents bear the copyright and other proprietary notices
and disclaimers displayed on them on this website.
Other than as specified above, neither this website nor any of its contents may be modified or copied in whole or part in any
form, including by framing, incorporation into other web sites or other publication, or be used to create any derivative work.
No links to this website may be included in any other website without MZ's prior written permission. None of Mondi’s or MZ’s
trade marks may be used without Mondi’s and/or MZ’s prior written permission. Both Mondi and MZ reserve all their rights.
Other than as specified above, nothing on this website should be construed as granting any right or licence. MZ cannot
guarantee that users of this website have any right to use content available on it which is owned by any third party, and that
third party's permission will be required before their content can be used. None of the content of this website may be
changed, nor may any copyright or author attribution notice appearing on that content be altered or removed, without prior
permission.
Governing Law and Interpretation
If any provision of these terms is held to be void, voidable, illegal or otherwise unenforceable, this shall not affect the validity,
legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions of these terms.
These terms and conditions are governed by the laws of the Republic of South Africa.
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